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Introduction

Nelson Granite has extracted granite dimension stone from the Forgotten Lake 

quarry since 1998. Two colours are mined here; yellow and green and are marketed 

under the trade names Crystal Gold and Pine Green respectively. The yellow granite is 

located at surface and is the weathered part of an otherwise green deposit. The depth of 

weathering varies considerably from place to place from less than one half metre to as 

deep as five metres. By 2001 virtually all of the yellow granite at the forgotten Lake 

quarry had been mined leaving only Pine Green for future production.

The company had developed a small but steady clientele for the yellow material 

mainly in the countertop and building market. The demand for this material has been 

steadily growing so in order to keep these clients more yellow material had to be found. 

In 2002 test quarrying was carried at 3 different locations in order to find a new source of 

yellow granite.

Location and Access

The Forgotten Lake Property is located in the District of Kenora approximately 9 

kilometres north of the village of Redditt. Access to the property is afforded by taking 

Highway 658 north of Kenora, Ontario toward the village of Redditt. The English River 

Road an all weather gravel road continues north from Hwy. 658. At kilometre 42 on the 

English River Road the Shepody Road built by Nelson Granite proceeds in an easterly 

direction for a distance of 14 kilometres traversing the entire Forgotten Lake Property. A 

gate having two triangular granite blocks as gateposts mark the entrance to this road. 

Both ends of the Shepody Road are gated in similar fashion.

Geology: West of Forgotten Lake

Storey describes the rocks at this location:

'The rock is white weathering, light brown biotite granite. It is porphyritic with 
brown feldspar phenocrysts to 2 cm. In length in a medium grained matrix. There are 
two predominant joint directions 30 "and 130*: both are vertical. The joints are spaced 2 
to 3 metres. Sheeting is l to 2 metres at the surface and apparently thickens with depth. 
Two distinct colours are available at this site: brown, and pink that grades to a distinct 
purple shade to the south. There appears to be only a small amount of purple present."
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Subsequent work in 1989 including a bulk sample and a sample drill hole in 1995 

indicates that the golden brown colour of the stone is a product of weathering and that at 

depth the unweathered material is a beige colour. Bulk sampling in 1996 at a location 

about 100 metres north of the old premiere quarry site encountered green megacrystic 

granite below a weathered layer of yellow granite. The material is somewhat similar to 

the Pine Green granite quarried in the past by Palin Granite Canada Inc. and also the 

granite currently quarried by Nelson Granite east of Forgotten Lake.

Geology: East of Forgotten Lake

The rock is similar in many respects to that found on the west side of the lake 

except that the size of the feldspar phenocrysts tends to be larger (up to 5 cm. in length). 

Sample drilling done in 1995 indicates that the predominant colour is green. At surface 

and along fractures this granite weathers to a yellow colour. Depth of weathering varies 

from 30 centimetres to 3 metres or more.

There are also areas of pink megacrystic granite with a grey matrix and to a lesser 

extent pink to red megacrystic granites. The texture of these granites is similar regardless 

of colour. All have large lath like phenocrysts in a medium to course grained matrix.

The best ledges tend to occur in the yellow-green granites. Joints are vertical to 

near vertical and are wide spaced greater than 10 metres in many places. Sheet thickness 

greater than three metres is common.

Previous work

The area was mapped at a reconnaissance scale by Breaks et al. (1975-1978) and 

was included on a compilation map by Thurston and Bartlett (1981).

C. C. Storey describes the deposit west of Forgotten Lake in "Building and 

Ornamental Stone Inventory in the Districts of Kenora and Rainy River" O.G.S. Mineral 

Circular 27 which summarized field work done in 1982 and 1983.

Previous work done by Nelson Granite west of Forgotten Lake included 

prospecting, geological mapping and mechanical stripping. In 1989 a bulk sample was 

removed by Canital Granite of Winnipeg under an agreement with Nelson Granite. Four 

shallow sample drill holes were put down in 1995, one below the floor of the test quarry



west of Forgotten Lake and the other three on ledges east of the lake. The hole put down 

below the old test quarry floor confirmed that the colour of the stone had changed to 

beige below the line of weathering. The three holes east of the lake intersected green 

granite below the weathered surface.

In the fall of 1996 additional stripping and sampling were carried out in the 

vicinity of the old test quarry west of Forgotten but no saleable material was encountered. 

Green granite was discovered about 100 metres north of this test quarry site and a number 

of blocks were removed. Work was discontinued here as the site was difficult and 

prospects looked better on the east side of the lake.

In 1997 three kilometres of road were built accessing the northeast corner of 

Forgotten Lake and stripping and bulk sampling was carried out on 4 sites. One of these 

sites was put into production and is a source of Pine Green granite. The deposit is very 

large here and production continues to this day.

In 1998 a 5 hole sample-drilling program was carried out on claims K-1149855 

and K-1149854.

In 1999 a total of 11 shallow diamond drill holes were put down on claims 

K-1178271, 1178272, and on mining lease CLM-427. Test quarrying on a site near the 

northeast corner of Forgotten Lake on claim 1178201 was not successful. The granite at 

this location was full of black streaks and other defects.

In 2000 test quarrying took place on a site on claim K-1178202. The results from 

this work failed to locate an economic deposit of granite. The yellow colour of the 

granite and grain size were not the same as that found at the Forgotten Lake quarry so the 

material could not be marketed as Crystal Gold. The site had many defects including 

streaks and grain size variation.

In 2001 four shallow diamond drill holes were put down, two on mining claim K- 

1246472 and one each on claims K-1246471 and K-l 178272. Test quarrying was 

carried out at a location on mining lease CLM-427. Approximately 485 cubic metres of 

good yellow blocks were obtained here but the deposit was small and was mined out 

within a month.



Mining the Weathered Surface Layer

The weathered surface layer of granite deposits varies considerably in thickness 

from place to place because of climate differences, effects of glaciation, mineralogical 

composition, colour and texture of the rock. When quarried the weathered layer is 

usually discarded as waste because the stone is usually duller in colour, absorbs more 

moisture, does not polish as well or lacks the physical strength characteristics of the 

parent rock. To be considered for mining the thickness of the weathered layer must be 

greater than 1.5 metres over a large area, and the stone must not have the unfavourable 

conditions listed above. Most of the granites in North-western Ontario cannot meet this 

criterion. Many of the fine to medium grained red and pink granites have a visible 

weathered layer less than 2 centimetres.

Yellow granites are usually the weathered surface layer of a grey or green deposit. 

The largest yellow granite producer is Brazil which quarries the material from hugh 

weathered boulders. A small amount of yellow granite is quarried near Whistler British 

Columbia from a grey granodiorite.

The Lount Lake Batholith north of Kenora Ontario hosts large deposits of green 

granite covering several square kilometres. The weathered surface layer of these green 

granites is typically yellow with the boundary between them sharp. The rock has wide 

spaced vertical joints and in many places there are large exposures with virtually no 

vertical joints. The yellow layer here tends to be thin often less than half a metre. The 

exception to this is if there is a horizontal or sub-horizontal joint near the surface. Then 

the yellow granite may extend down through this top sheet. Water seems to be the 

primary agent of weathering.

The yellow layer seems to be thicker at the face of ledges, or places where water 

can be trapped in horizontal or sub-horizontal joints or on a bowl shaped surface. Large 

sections of ledge that have been moved out by ice are often good places to find thicker 

layers of yellow granite.



Exploration Techniques

Exploration for yellow granite is a difficult and costly proposition. Although the 

yellow granite covers vast areas most of it is too thin to mine (cannot get gangsaw sized 

blocks 1.5 x 1.5 x 3.0 metres). Where it is thick enough to quarry it must be of good 

quality i.e. free from streaks, pegmatite patches and have a consistent grain size.

Diamond drilling gives an indication of colour and grain size but is not a practical 

tool for determining the depth of yellow material over a large area. Moving and setting 

up the drill takes too much time in relation to the shallow holes required. A small mobile 

hydraulic drill such as the Tamrock Commando 100 can drill perhaps a hundred holes in 

a day and the operator can tell the depth of yellow granite by the changes in colour of the 

drill dust. It is however limited in that precise colour, grain size and distribution of 

defects cannot be detected. Careful surface prospecting can give a reasonable indication 

of these parameters.

Once these exploration techniques have been used to find a prospective area then 

test quarrying (bulk sampling) is necessary to prove up the deposit. Our success rate 

using these techniques is about 3007o. In other words of the deposits test quarried less 

than one in three will provide an economic return. Most of the deposits are small and are 

mined out in several months. Deposits that have a mine life over 3 months are rare. 

Therefore the exploration for yellow granite is a continuous process with the number of 

test quarries per year dependent on the demand for the material and exploration success.

The 2002 Exploration Program

As previously mentioned yellow granite was effectively mined out at the 

Forgotten Lake Quarry in 2001 and new sources of the material were needed to fill 

current orders. Three sites were test quarried during 2002. 

F-02-01

Test quarry site F-02-01 is located on mining claim K-1178271. The site was 

bare rock so that no overburden stripping was required. Wide spaced vertical joints 

striking 305 'cross the test quarry area . A sub-horizontal joint under the top sheet dips to



the southwest. The top sheet varies in thickness from less than l metre to 3.8 metres in 

the southwest part of the test quarry area. The opening is approximately 80 metres by 20 

metres or 1600 square metres in size. 230 cubic metres of stone were recovered from an 

estimated 2400 cubic metres extracted. At this site the waste to product ratio was 10 to l 

or about 900Xo.

Plate l gives a panoramic view of the test quarry' site and includes a picture of the 

waste rock dump and a picture of a block with typical defects. Defects encountered 

include black streaks, grain size variations and pegmatite patches. Quarrying was 

stopped because the yield from this site was too low to be economical and there were no 

prospects for improvement.

A four-man crew carried out the work between January 21 st and February 15th 

2002. Equipment used included a 555 Dresser Front End Loader, a Tamrock Commando 

100 and Tamrock Liner 300 Hydraulic Rock Drills, and a Lutz Rock Channelling Torch. 

Explosives used include K-pipe explosives, 50 grain detonating cord and safety fuse 

detonators. A variety of rock working tools were used including wedges and shims for 

splitting the stone.

F-02-02

Test Quarry site F-02-02 is located on mining claim K-1178271 approximately 

160 metres N.NE. of K-02-01 Fig. 3 Location Map. The site is located on a dome 

shaped granite outcrop and no stripping of overburden was required. The site had 

virtually no joints so that L-blasting was required to remove the material. A slot was 

burned on the east side of the opening using a Lutz channelling torch. Quarrying 

proceeded in a southerly direction with the height of the quarry' face increasing with each 

progressive L-blast. The maximum face height was 4 metres in the southwest corner of 

the excavation.

Unfortunately very few good blocks were removed from this site because the 

material was streaky', with pegmatite patches and grain size variations throughout. The 

area excavated was 35 metres x 20 metres or 700 square metres. The average quarrying 

depth was approximately 2.5 metres so about 1750 cubic metres were blasted out and



only 5 blocks or 25 cubic metres were salvaged. Quarrying was discontinued here 

because of the poor yield and multitude of defects with no prospect of improvement.

The work was done between February 18th and March 15th using the same quarry 

crew and equipment. Waste stone blocks were used to barricade the top of the excavation 

faces at both F-02-01 and F-02-02 to prevent inadvertent access (a condition of our 

Aggregate Permit).

F-02-03

Test quarry site F-02-03 is located on mining lease CLM-427 approximately 1100 

metres S. SE. of the Forgotten Lake Quarry Fig. 5. A series of ledges facing west and 

southwest are found at this location and drop in elevation toward Forgotten Lake. At the 

ledge front's approximately 2 to 3 metres of overburden was removed down to the 

current quarry floor.

Test quarrying was carried out from April 1 st to May 3rd The same crew and 

equipment operated at all three test sites. The production during April was only 37 cubic

t metres but a lot of overburden and waste rock was removed from the site. Conditions 

^ looked favourable so on May 6th the exploration crew was replaced by the production

crew from the Forgotten Lake Quarry who were successful in developing the deposit. By 

October of 2002 they had opened a ledge face 7.5 metres high with the yellow granite 

layer having a thickness of greater than 3 metres. Since May the quarry has produced an 

average of about 300 cubic metres per month with SO^o of the blocks being yellow 

granite. Quality of the stone is very good with few defects.

There are some fine horizontal cracks near the bottom of the sheet. These are 

spaced from l to 2 metres apart and are discontinuous. They reduce the yield somewhat 

on green block production. The green granite at F-02-03 is slightly darker than the Pine 

Green from the Forgotten Lake Quarry because it has more biotite mica and less white 

coloured feldspars in the matrix. The difference is not significant and the material is 

marketed as Pine Green.



Summary

Exploration at the Forgotten Lake Property in 2002 focused on finding a new 

source of yellow granite. Test quarrying was carried out at three locations. Two of these 

locations proved unsatisfactory because the material had too many defects. At test quarry 

site F-02-03 the company was successful in developing a new granite quarry. Production 

continues to this day and looks promising well into 2003 and perhaps beyond.
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Crystal Gold is a large grained granite that has a definite gold colour to it. tt takes an exceptional flamed finish. This colour is 
also used for buildings, tiles, tables, and counter tops. Large gangsaw blocks are also available.
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ThosP wioJiing to yakp mining d^^ms cliDuld toii^ult ^j(h the Provincial Mining Recordors1 Office of thte Ministry of Northern Dc'jolopmenl: aiul Mirca. for inJdltionnl 
infnr rn^icin mi thr atrrfus nf thft Irinils ah;wn hiirnon. This ma|i ts not ini-fjrtried for riflviBNtidntt!. survey, nt Iwni: t it k* dftlurrninnlion pijrpcisos us tlm infonnation 
shoiwn on thisnieip is compiled from various tources. Complotenfiss and accurncv ara r1 ^ 1 guaranteed. Adcitional infcmi^ticn ruay also be obiainad bvotigh the 
\GC,-\\ Lfinr! Titles or Registry Office, or the Ministry of Naturnl Resources

The information ^how^ is dsriveiJ from digital date available ir the Provincial Mining Recorders'Office at the tim* CP! crGwuloadmc rrcm the MifiiElry af Northarn

General Informatlori artd Limitations This msp may not show unrer^Gter&i land tpiurE a n-n 'nt&riastGin 
Contact Information: Tall Frea Map Datum; NAP ii^i iH[irl 'wlutHfij? csitaln ftnten^. IQH-HIH. RHWW.^S, ri(jht of wwys. 
provincial Mihiritj Recorders1 Offics Tel: l (8*S}dl5-OS4ri out STfftoj&ction: UTM [.6 decjrQp) flooding rights JicancB^, or olher toimsof disposition ol nghte and 
WillatGrnftn Milisr Centre ? 1)3 Ramsey Uka Roart k"ax: l (677) 670-1444 Topoyivipriic I3wlw SOIIFO* Urui In for m s li tin ^itHrio interogt from the Crown Also ftertnin |?nr1 tvnLtrd nml lend u?e9 
SudburyOri P5E 6B5 Mming Lflrrd Tenure Source: Provincial Wining R^cQrd^rs1 Office thqt cm^rkioi |.mhlhit ffe9 tfitry to aide mining claln'&iii.^ iinl hy 
Honift Pafie: ^Vft.mrlrtrn.eov.oriHCflyMNDrVl^lWESyLAIUDS/iTilartinpOt^htrn
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TOWNSHIP / AREA PLAN 
FORGOTTEN LAKE G-2618

ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS ; DIVISIONS
Mining Division Kenora
Land Titles/Registry Division KENORA

of Natural Resources District KENORA
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